For Non-Stop Printing on Bottle
Bottoms or Active Transfer,
Try this Bottomless Conveyor

DATA SHEET

Printing lot codes, serial numbers and
other markings on bottle bottoms
has never been easier – or faster.
The BCV1 Bottomless Conveyor
automatically captures bottles or
other containers from a standard
conveyor and grips them between
dual hugger belts while advancing
them over a printer. When marked,
the bottles are directed downstream
to a companion turntable or
conveyor. The entire process moves
swiftly without stopping, slowing or
interrupting the bottle’s flow down
the packaging line.

A Pharmafill BCV1 Bottomless Conveyor automatically
carries bottles over a printer then transfers them onto a
conveyor without slowing or stopping the line.
Companion printer available separately.

Versatility Included for Wide Variety of Containers
77 Variable speed control to match line speed
77 Quickly adjusts to suit container height, width
77 Transfers bottles without passive diverters

77 Can be mounted on standard conveyors or
free-standing
77 Comes with casters and leveling pads as
standard
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Automation
Series

This Bottomless Conveyor
Makes Traceability Compliance
Easy, Affordable
The motorized Bottomless Conveyor
serves as an active transfer mechanism.
It moves containers from one point to
another without relying on dead plates
or other passive diverters that use back
pressure from the containers. No tipping
over, no spillage.

Dual hugger belts suspend bottles
over printers, laser marking devices
and other coding systems.

Adjustable lift stand option raises and lowers
the hugger belt conveyor to accommodate a
wide range of bottle sizes and ensure precise
placement over printers.

Comes mounted on casters with
leveling pads – just roll it up to the
filling or packaging line.
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